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Read Me

Avid S6

For Avid S6 Systems

Known Issues
The following issues are not addressed in version 1.1 of the S6 Master Module software. Where applicable, a workaround is provided.

Encoder Knobs do not immediately control VCAs (GWSW-5579)

When you first assign tracks to a VCA they cannot be controlled from the Knob Module. Adding or deleting tracks from the session will 
refresh the Knob Module and allow control.

Large sessions can take several minutes to populate S6 surface (GWSW-5582)

The time it takes to populate the S6 surface increases with the complexity of the session. Sessions with hundreds of tracks can take a 
minute or more to populate the surface.

Fader movement becomes choppy when large numbers of faders are grouped (GWSW-5780)

When the <ALL> Edit Group is enabled, fader movements can become choppy. 

Soft Keys won't clear after switching Workstations (GWSW-5786)

When switching between two workstations (one of which has a non-EUCON application) the Soft Keys retain the data from the EUCON 
application.

Monitoring page inactive unless Monitoring application Is focused

The S6 Monitoring page does not show sources unless the monitoring application (such as XMON EUCON) is focused on the work-
station, even if the S6 Monitoring section is locked to the monitoring application. 

WSControl Application crashes if S6 surface is used while deleting many tracks (GWSW-5782)

Making changes to the S6 surface (such as Nudging or Banking) while deleting large numbers of tracks from a session can cause the 
WSControl application to crash.

WSControl Application must be restarted after Master Module is restarted (GWSW-1125)

If the Master Module is restarted while the WSControl software application is running, it will not be possible to reconnect until the  
WSControl is restarted.

Surface doesn’t populate, or Master Module screen hangs, after restarting workstations 3 or more times  
(GWSW-5809, GWSW-5805, GWSW-5806)

If this occurs, restart the entire S6 system and workstations. Be sure to shut down the Master Module using the Power switch behind the 
screen.

WSControl Application Compatibility

The WSControl application is compatible with Mac OS X 10.8 and 10.9, and Windows 7, 8 and 8.1. Check compatibility for individual 
EUCON-compatible workstation software.
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Pro Tools Hidden Tracks are not hidden properly on S6 surface (GWSW-5182, GWSW-5785)

The S6 surface does not support the Hide Tracks feature in Pro Tools. Hidden Pro Tools tracks will show up inconsistently on the S6 
surface and Master Module touchscreen.

Multiple S6 systems on the same network need different Desk ID's

When setting up multiple S6 systems on the same network they must have different Desk ID's. 

To establish unique Desk ID’s:

1 Set up the first S6 system, navigate the Touchscreen to Settings > Surface and touch the Local Options icon (gear icon in lower right 
corner), then set the Desk ID in to any number other than 1.

2 Set up the second S6 system and use the default Desk ID of 1. 


